EUROPEAN CROSS-BORDER CITIZENS’ ALLIANCE
BORDERS AT THE HEART OF EUROPE OF TOMORROW
Europe is at a turning point. At a time where the world is going through an unprecedented crisis, the EU
must adopt the budget and make political decisions for the 2021/2027 period. Faced with the rise of
renationalisation tendencies, it has to prove to the citizens the added value of cooperation and
integration: common policies addressing the common good.
Cross-border territories give home to 30% of the European population. Each day, 2 million commuters
cross a border to reach their workplaces. They are in the front line of utilising the opportunities that open
borders offer to their inhabitants and businesses. These territories are considered laboratories to prepare
the transition towards new models of economic and ecological development, citizens’ involvement, crisis
management and territorial cohesion. These territories are the ones where European citizens can have
direct experiences on the advantages the EU brought to them. At the same time, these border citizens are
the most affected by the sealing of the borders.
The crisis first caused uncoordinated border measures, uncooperative actions without assessing the
consequences; but it also animated multiple forms of cooperation, and revealed cross-border
interdependencies and solidarity, that now must be organised and strengthened, through European and
national public policies taking full account of the particular reality of cross-border regions.
Border local and regional authorities wish to have appropriate competences, resources and accelerated
procedures for themselves and their cross-border structures in order to overcome the obstacles to the
implementation of their cross-border projects, as said by the Treaty of Aachen, signed between France
and Germany.
We, AEBR, CESCI and MOT, propose to create an Alliance of cross-border citizens, inviting cross-border
organisations throughout Europe. We will develop this Alliance from now on, and seal it during the Borders
Forum organized on November 9 and 10 in Paris.
The European Commission made ambitious proposals for European Territorial Cooperation post-2020.
We address the European and national authorities, requesting that the decisions to be taken in the coming
days and months ensure an adequate budget and develop European policies that take into account the
specificities of cross-border territories.
We call on the States to coordinate within the framework of the intergovernmental process in order to
promote the challenges of territorial cooperation. We call on Germany and France to show the way
ahead in the spirit of their longstanding cooperation and within the framework of their forthcoming EU
presidencies, by coordinating their efforts to promote the approach defined by the Treaty of Aachen
and other agreements signed between European nations to promote a coordinated development of crossborder regions.
Cross-border territories are at the heart of Europe. They are the very good crises detectors of crises, but
also can be the resource for overcoming them, and for inventing the Europe of tomorrow where actors
cooperate, vertically from the municipalities to the EU and horizontally across borders. The solidarity of
nations and the European citizenship are shaped in cross-border territories and so the cohesion of Europe
is at stake now!

Contact: info@aebr.eu ; mot@mot.asso.fr ; cesci@cesci-net.eu
To sign and join the Alliance: CLICK HERE
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